1. Data from a series of positron emission tomography (PET) experiments were analyzed with two goals. The first goal was to determine whether there were reliable differences in prefrontal cortex activation across two different speech production tasks. Such differences are important in determining functional subdivisions within prefrontal cortex. The second goal was to determine whether there were any gender differences across the two speech production tasks.
2. To accomplish these goals, PET subtraction images were generated for each of two speech production tasks (stem completion and verb generation).
For the stem completion task, subjects viewed word stems (e.g., ' 'GRE" ) and said aloud words that could complete the stems (e.g., "green" ) . For the verb generation task, subjects viewed nouns (e.g., "CHAIR") and said aloud words that were meaningfully related verbs (e.g., "sit"). Different groups of subjects performed the stem completion (N = 29) and verb generation (N = 32) tasks.
3. Data from each task subtraction were further divided by gender group (i.e., verb generation: male group; verb generation: female group, etc.). PET activations were separately identified in prefrontal cortex for each of the four resulting images. Activations were identified primarily in left prefrontal cortex for both tasks and both gender groups. Activations in right prefrontal cortex were small or absent.
4. Across tasks, the subtraction images showed both common activations in prefrontal cortex and one clear difference. Activations in left inferior prefrontal cortex (near Brodmann's areas 44 or 45) were observed in both male and female group images for both task subtractions. Activations in left anterior prefrontal cortex (near Brodmann's areas 10 or 46) were only observed for the verb generation subtraction images, formally demonstrating a functional dissociation between left inferior prefrontal cortex and more anterior prefrontal cortex.
5. This dissociation between prefrontal areas was highly robust and reliable across both gender groups. The left inferior prefrontal area(s) common to all of the subtraction images appears to be activated by tasks that demand high-level word retrieval and production processes. This area is distinct from the more anterior area(s), which is not always activated by such tasks. Dissociations in prefrontal areas are important because current descriptions of human functional anatomy often treat activations within large regions of cortex (e.g., dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) as single entities.
6. No qualitative differences in activation between gender groups were detected. For both subtractions, all activations identified within one gender group generalized to the other gender group. For the verb generation subtraction image, however, activations in male subjects were larger in magnitude than in female subjects.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple neuroimaging studies have demonstrated activation of prefrontal cortex during speech production tasks (e.g., Buckner et al. 1995; Frith et al. 1991; Petersen et al. 1988 Petersen et al. , 1989 Raichle et al. 1994; Wise et al. 1991) . These activations, which collectively have spanned an anatomically large portion of prefrontal cortex, have been speculated to be involved in a wide range of cognitive functions. These proposed functions include processes related to semantic processing (Petersen et al. 1988 (Petersen et al. , 1989 , verbal fluency (Wise et al. 199 1) , willed actions (Frith et al. 1991) , acoustical and phonological coding (Fiez et al. 1995) ) memory storage (Kapur et al. 1994; Tulving et al. 1994a ), memory retrieval (Buckner et al. 1995; Shallice et al. 1994; Tulving et al. 1994b) , and verbal working memory (Goldman-Rakic 1994; Petrides et al. 1993b ).
This diversity of proposed functions most probably reflects an inadequacy in our current description of human prefrontal cortex. Research on monkeys has demonstrated multiple anatomically and functionally distinct areas within prefrontal cortex (Carmichael and Price 1994; Fuster 1989; Goldman-Rakic 1987; Preuss and Goldman-Rakic 199 1) . However, such dissociations among prefrontal areas in humans, particularly those based on function, have not been well characterized. Many of the neuroimaging studies noted earlier showed activations across large, partially overlapping portions of prefrontal cortex already known to span anatomically distinct areas (Petrides and Pandya 1994) . These large activations may reflect participation of multiple functionally disassociable areas.
Thus one important topic of current research is to find functional dissociations within human prefrontal cortex in order to characterize distinct areas. Using positron emission tomography (PET), Petrides et al. ( 1993a) have recently shown that, in humans, activations at or near Brodmann's area (BA) 8 can be dissociated from mid-dorsolateral BA 46 and 9 across tasks with differing processing demands related to working memory and conditional, long-term memory. It seems reasonable that there may well be further dissociations among the spatially distributed prefrontal activations that have been observed during speech production tasks.
A second unanswered question regarding human prefrontal cortex is whether men and women activate the same prefrontal regions during speech production tasks. McGlone ( 1980) ') in a widely cited review, proposed that female brains are more symmetrically organized than male brains. A central observation supporting this hypothesis was that left hemisphere lesions produced more verbal impairment in men than in women ( McGlone 1978) . Several subsequent studies of lesion patients, however, have not replicated McGlone's results (Damasio et al. 1989; Warrington et al. 1986) , and the hypothesis has met with criticism (Shallice 1988) . Thus the question of whether gender differences exist in the lateralization of language function is far from resolved. It is possible that female subjects use bilateral prefrontal cortex during language tasks, whereas male subjects use only left prefrontal cortex. Alternatively, both male and female subjects may use the same brain areas in prefrontal cortex during language tasks.
The examination of this issue has practical implications for the neuroimaging field. Many past neuroimaging experiments have only studied male subjects. This bias toward male subjects results from the theoretical issues discussed above and because of concerns surrounding exposing young women to radiation during their childbearing years. It is thus important to know whether generalizations can be made across gender groups and whether it is valid to compare neuroimaging studies across laboratories that have different male-female ratios in their subject pools.
In this paper, a large set of PET activation data was analyzed. The set contained activation data from two different speech production tasks, and both tasks showed activation of prefrontal cortex. The analyses were conducted with two goals. The first goal was to compare prefrontal activations observed across the two different speech production tasks. In this way it could be determined whether the locations of prefrontal activations differed across tasks. Such differences might reflect the activation of distinct functional areas within prefrontal cortex. Identification of these areas represents the initial step in a multistep process of more precisely characterizing functional subdivisions within prefrontal cortex. When dissociations within human prefrontal cortex are established in a formal manner, functional-anatomic boundaries can be defined and used to constrain interpretation of existing neuroimaging data and new data as they are collected.
The second goal took advantage of the large amount of data by dividing the subjects into male and female groups. This allowed the prefrontal activations to be assessed with respect to the gender of the subjects. By comparing the brain areas activated across gender groups performing the same speech production tasks, this analysis could provide information relevant to the question of whether men and women share a similar functional anatomy.
METHODS

Data acquisition
For the analysis reported in this paper, data from multiple studies were examined in the context of across-task and across-gender comparisons. The data were originally collected and analyzed in the context of studying language function (Petersen et al. 1988 (Petersen et al. , 1989 Raichle et al. 1994 ) and memory (Buckner et al. 1995; Squire et al. 1992 ) without regard to gender. 61 subjects contributed PET data to this analysis (24 males and 37 females). An additional group of 64 subjects contributed behavioral data (26 males and 38 females). The subjects were recruited as paid volunteers from the local population of students and workers at Washington University (St. Louis, MO). All PET subjects were native English speakers between the ages of 18 and 35 and strongly right-handed as measured by the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Raczkowski et al. 1974) . Not all of the 64 behavioral subjects were screened for handedness. PET subjects were excluded if they had any significant neurological history. Informed consent was obtained from each subject under the guidelines set forth by the Human Studies Committee and the Radioactive Drug Research Committee of Washington University.
PET methods PET scanning procedures developed by the Washington University neuroimaging group were used to acquire and reconstruct the data. All of the data were collected and processed with the same scanning procedures, except that an arterial line was used in a subset of the subjects. Standard methods for PET VI scanning were used (Yamamoto et al. 1982) in conjunction with the 015 labeled water bolus injection technique (Fox and Mintun 1989; Herscovitch et al. 1983; Mintun et al. 1989; Raichle et al 1983) . Individual PET scans lasted 40 s. All scan images were normalized for global tissue radioactivity (to 1,000 PET counts) and transformed to a standard stereotactic space (Fox et al. 1985) . Increases in local tissue radioactivity between PET scans acquired during reference control tasks and speech production tasks comprise the main body of data analyzed (activations). Detailed descriptions of the procedures can be found in Buckner et al. (1995) and Raichle et al. (1994) .
Task descriptions
For two speech production tasks, subjects were asked to say aloud verbal responses (single words) that were related to visually presented stimuli. Separate subjects were studied for each of the two tasks.
In the "stem completion" task, PET subjects (N = 29) viewed three-letter word stems (e.g., ' 'COU" ) and said aloud English words that could complete the word beginnings (e.g., "course"). Word stems were presented one per 3.5 s. For the stem completion task, a "fixation" task in which subjects stared at a centrally presented cross-hair was used as a reference control task. Details of these tasks have been described previously (Buckner et al. 1995) .
In the second "verb generation" task, PET subjects (N = 32) viewed visual nouns (e.g., "STOOL"
) and said aloud verbs that were meaningfully related to the nouns (e.g., "stand" ) . For 17 of the subjects, the noun stimuli were presented one per second. For the remainder of the subjects, the noun stimuli were shown one per 1.5 s. Effects of rate have been shown for the verb generation task, but such effects do not significantly influence prefrontal cortex activation (Raichle et al. 1994) . A visual "noun reading" task was used as a reference control task for the verb generation task, and the details of both tasks have been described previously (Petersen et al. 1988 (Petersen et al. , 1989 Raichle et al. 1994) .
Behavioral data analysis
Voice reaction times were recorded for a subset of the subjects who participated in the PET studies (stem completion task, N = 14, 7 males and 7 females; verb generation task, N = 14, 5 males and 9 females). All of the behavioral data for the verb generation task were collected with a 1.5-s interstimulus interval.
Because the number of PET subjects with usable reaction time data was too small to provide for a powerful statistical analysis, behavioral data were obtained from a set of additional subjects who performed the stem completion and verb generation tasks outside of the PET scanner (stem completion, N = 42, 17 males and 25 females; verb generation, N = 22,9 males and 13 females). These subjects were used as pilot subjects for the PET experiments and their behavioral data were combined with that of the PET subjects to increase statistical power.
For both tasks, voice reaction times were analyzed for effects of gender by comparing mean reaction times from individual subjects [l-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)].
No comparisons were made across tasks for reaction times because the amount of time allowed for responses varied between Steps l-4 allow activations to be identified across 4 independent data sets. Data sets at left: verb generation minus noun reading (VERB GENERATION -READING). Data sets at right: stem completion minus fixation (STEM COMPLETION -FlXATION). In step 5, regions are defined around the identified activations, which are tested for replication across task subtractions in step 6.
Step 6 is designed to ask the question: given that areas are active in 1 task subtraction, are the areas active in the other task subtraction? Notice that tests for across task replication are carried out separately for independent male and female data sets (1). In step 7, the regions from step 5 are tested for replication across gender groups (1).
Step 7 is designed to ask the question: given that areas are active in 1 gender group, are the areas also active in the other gender group? Because the across-gender tests are carried out separately for the 2 task subtractions, the issue is addressed independently in 2 data sets. In this way, all of the analyses rely on patterns being observed across multiple data sets, allowing for patterns to be determined with a considerable degree of confidence.
tasks. By design, reaction times in the verb generation task were likely to be faster than those observed in the stem completion task, because only 1.5 s was allowed for a verb to be produced, compared with 3.5 s for stem completions.
PET data analysis
Analyses were conducted to address two separate issues regarding PET activations within prefrontal cortex: 1) to compare activation patterns observed across the two speech production task subtraction images, and 2) to compare activation patterns observed between male and female subject groups performing the same tasks. A schematic diagram of the analysis procedures used to address these issues is depicted in Fig. 1 . IDBNTIFICATION OF PREFRONTAL ACTIVATIONS. Four PET subtraction images were created: one for each of the gender groups for each of the two target tasks (Table 1 ; Fig. 1 , steps l-3). Each of the four PET images comprised an averaged image of all of the subjects within that group. As can be seen in Table 1 , across the four subtraction images two between-group variables were manipulated: task and gender. The averaged PET subtraction images were created by subtracting the PET scan images of the reference tasks from the scan images of the target tasks. Brain areas that were differentially more active in the target tasks than in the reference tasks would appear as increases in PET activation. These activations could be attributed to the task demands that differed between the target and reference tasks (Buckner and Tulving 1995; Fiez and Petersen 1993) . In both of the subtraction pairs, the target tasks placed greater demands on speech production than the reference control tasks. Thus increases in PET activation were likely to be due, in part, to the speech production demands of the target tasks.
Data were transformed to the stereotactic space of the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) . Peak changes in activation >30 PET counts in magnitude were identified in each image within R. L. BUCKNER, M. E. RAICHLE, AND S. E. PETERSEN Subjects All male (n = 12) All female (n = 17) All male (n = 12) All female (n = 20)
say ' 'course' ' ) say ' 'course' ') say ' 'walk' ') say "walk") Reference task Fixation Fixation Noun reading Noun reading prefrontal cortex with the use of a center-of-mass search algorithm (Mintun et al. 1989 ; Fig. 1, step 4) . This magnitude threshold has been used previously and represents a level at which few false positives are present (Buckner et al. 1995; Hunton et al. 1994 ).
The search space was restricted to include only portions of prefrontal cortex at and around locations where activations have been identified during speech production: activations were analyzed if their locations were anterior to the central sulcus, above a line drawn at z = -10 mrn, below a line drawn at z = 30 mm, and > 10 mm lateral to the midsagittal plane in stereotactic space. This procedure did not detect activations in right prefrontal cortex in several of the images. In order not to bias the analysis against detecting right prefrontal activations by selecting a threshold that was too high, the threshold was lowered to 25 PET counts. The largest right prefrontal activations above this lower threshold were also identified.
RELIABILITY OF IDENTIFIED ACTIVATIONS. Reliability was assessed for each of the peak activations identified in the averaged PET images. For this analysis, subtraction images were constructed separately for each of the individual subjects who contributed to the averaged PET images. The mean activation magnitudes within 14-mm spherical regions of interest (ROIs) centered on the peak activation locations were obtained from these individual-subject subtraction images. Descriptive t values were calculated for each ROI on the basis of these values. Given the large volume in prefrontal cortex and the necessity of correcting for multiple comparisons, it is difficult to equate a likelihood of chance occurrence (P value) to the descriptive t values. For descriptive purposes, activations with mean ROI activation > 30 PET counts and t > 4.00 were considered to be "reliable.' ' These reliable activations are unlikely to occur randomly and should be equated with a high degree of confidence. Activations with smaller ROI t values are also reported but should be equated with a lower degree of confidence. ACTIVATIONS ACROSS TASKS. Because the data were divided by task (Table l) , it was possible to examine PET activations across tasks. ROIs were defined around all of the reliable activations identified in the averaged PET subtraction images from each task (Fig. 1, step 5 ). These ROIs were applied to both of the images (male and female) of the other task (Fig. 1, step 6 ). For example, if an activation was identified in the verb generation subtraction image, a ROI was defined around the activation. Mean activation and variance for this ROI were determined for the stem completion subtraction images (both male and female images separately). For this analysis, the fact that images were divided by gender was ignored except that, because there were separate male and female images, the ROIs could be tested on two independent data sets.
The question being asked by this analysis was: given that an area is active in one task subtraction, is this area also active in the other task subtraction? Because these analyses targeted a small number of ROIs in data sets that were collected independently of the data sets that generated them, formal statistical tests could be applied. An area was considered active in both task subtractions if activation within its corresponding ROI was significantly >O in the second task group (l-sample t-test compared with a mean of 0). Task differences were inferred if activation within the ROI did not show a significant increase (or a trend for significant increase) in the second task group (uncorrected P > 0.1 and regional activation < 15 PET counts).
ACTIVATIONS ACROSS GENDER GROUPS. In an analysis similar to that presented above, subtraction images were analyzed by gender. For this analysis, activations present in the single-gender images were looked for in the same task images of the opposite gender group (Fig. 1, step 7) . For example, if an activation was identified in the verb generation male subtraction image, a ROI was defined around the activation. Mean activation and variance for this ROI were determined for the verb generation female subtraction image. The question being asked by this analysis was: given that an area is active in one gender group, is the area also active in the other gender group? The same statistical procedures were used as described for the between-task analysis presented above. DIFFERENCES IN ACTIVATION MAGNITUDE.
Magnitude comparisons were made for those brain areas that showed analogous activations across the gender and task groups. For this analysis, data from individual subjects were obtained and main effects of gender and task on ROI activation magnitude were assessed (2-way ANOVA).
ROIs were defined on the peak locations of all of the group activations. Individual subject images were analyzed using the ROI locations that were optimal for their gender and task group. In this way, ROI activations were explored for each group so as not to underestimate the activation magnitudes.
RESULTS
Behavioral results
No gender difference in mean voice reaction time was observed for the stem completion task [male mean = 1,19 1 ms, female mean = 1,199 ms; l-way ANOVA F( 1,54) = 0.019, P = 0.891. A nonsignificant trend for a reaction time difference was observed for the verb generation task, with female subjects responding faster than male subjects [male mean = 1,016 ms, female mean = 962 ms; l-way ANOVA F( 134) = 3.00, P < 0.11.
PET results
IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVATIONS.
The PET subtraction images are shown in Fig. 2 . Prefrontal activations were identified primarily in left prefrontal cortex for both task subtractions and gender groups by the use of the stated criteria (Table 2) . These activations will be discussed in relation to their approximate Brodmann's Area (BA) on the basis of the brain atlas of Talairach and Toumoux ( 1988) .
For the stem completion subtraction image, activations in left inferior prefrontal cortex near BA 44 or 45 were identified in both the male and female groups of subjects (activations labeled 1 and 2). These activations were in nearly identical locations for the two gender groups.
In contrast to the stem completion subtraction image, multiple left prefrontal activations were identified in the verb generation subtraction image. Three activations (2 female and 1 male) were localized near the left prefrontal activations observed in the stem completion image (activations 3, 8, and 9). Three additional activations (2 male and 1 female) FIG. 2. Horizontal sections from the 4 different positron emission tomography (PET) subtraction images are shown in the stereotactic space of the atlas of Talairach and Toumoux ( 1988) . Each row displays PET data from a single subtraction image. Within each row the sections start at 2 = 34 (Zefi) and go to 2 = -16 (right), with 10 mm between sections. Top 2 rows: data from the stem completion subtraction images. Bortom 2 rows: data from the verb generation subtraction images. Each row shows data from a single gender group. Color scale: magnitude of activation.
in left anterior prefrontal cortex were observed near BA 45 or 47 (activations 5, 6, and 10). This set of activations was substantially inferior to those observed in the stem completion image. A final set of three left prefrontal activations (2 male and 1 female) were observed in anterior cortex near BA 10 or 46 (activations 4, 7, and 11). In all, 11 ROIs in left prefrontal cortex met the criteria of reliability ( >30 PET counts and t > 4.00) across the four-task and gender group subtraction images.
The verb generation subtraction image also showed several smaller activations in right prefrontal cortex for both the male and female subject groups. Both gender groups showed a right anterior prefrontal activation at or near BA 10. However, none of the right prefrontal activations in Table 2 reached both reliability criteria. No right prefrontal activations were identified in the stem completion image for either gender group even when the threshold was lowered to 25 PET counts.
EFFECTS OF TASK. Seven of the 11 ROIs showed significant activation in both task subtractions. The remaining four ROIs showed significant activation only in the verb generation subtraction image. The pattern of ROIs that showed activation and those that did not could be divided by a clear set of boundaries: ROIs in areas anterior to y = 30 and inferior to z = 10 showed activation only in the verb generation image (Fig. 3 , triangle-labeled activations 4, 5, 7, and 11) . Of those ROIs that showed activation in both task subtractions, two clusterings of ROI locations were formed: an inferior group of activations near BA 45 or 47 (Fig. 3 , square-labeled activations 6 and 10) and a superior group of five activations near BA 44 or 45 (Fig. 3 , circle-labeled activations 1-3, 8, and 9). The magnitudes of inferior activations were larger in the verb generation image (Table 3 > . Furthermore, the same pattern of task-specific activations was observed across both gender groups. Thus the observed task-specific patterns of activation were reliable across two data sets from independent groups of subjects. This observation of between-subject-group reliability suggests that the findings are not due to subject variability. EFFECTS OF GENDER. No qualitative dissociations were detected between gender groups for either speech production task subtraction. All of the 11 ROIs examined were significantly active in the opposite gender group for the same task (Fig. 3, Table 3 ).
EFFECTS OF GENDER AND TASK ON ACTIVATION MAGNITUDE.
There was a highly significant main effect of gender for activation magnitude [F(1,167) = 9.84, P < 0.005]. In contrast, no significant main effect of task was found for activation magnitude (F < 1 ), and the interaction between gender and task was also not significant (F < 1). Post hoc t-tests revealed that, for the verb generation subtraction image, male subjects produced significantly greater activation magnitudes than female subjects [t( 138) = 3.79, P < O.OOl]. Furthermore, this pattern of greater male activation was noted separately for 10 of the 11 individual ROIs that contributed to this combined analysis (Table 3) . For the stem completion subtraction image, male subjects showed a slightly higher activation magnitude, although this difference was not significant (P > 0.1).
DISCUSSION
An analysis of a large PET data set was conducted to determine the similarities and differences in patterns of prefrontal cortex activation observed 1) across two independent subtraction images involving different speech production tasks and 2) across subtraction images from male and female gender groups performing the same speech production tasks. The main finding was that two sets of functionally dissociated areas were active across the two subtraction images. The statistical power obtained by combining data across multiple studies allowed for the observed dissociation to be determined with a considerable degree of confidence. Importantly, the dissociated areas were within a larger region of left prefrontal cortex previously activated during several speech production tasks and typically considered in terms of a unitary function (e.g., Frith et al. 1991; Kapur et al. 1994; Petersen et al. 1989) . The current analyses indicate that these larger activations represent the participation of multiple, functionally heterogeneous areas. Moreover, the same patterns of activation were observed across male and female subject groups, suggesting that the findings were reliable across subject groups and that men and women used highly similar brain areas to accomplish the tasks.
The approach we used to make these observations can be applied more generally to other data sets and task subtractions to further delineate functional-anatomic subdivisions. Such subdivisions can then guide more directed studies focused on determining the separate functional contributions of the multiple areas. What follows is a more detailed discussion of our results and possible interpretations of function in relation to our data sets and data sets from other studies.
Activations across tasks
The analysis showed a robust and reliable dissociation between posterior left inferior prefrontal cortex and more anterior left prefrontal cortex (Fig. 3) . Specifically, 1) both the stem completion and verb generation subtraction images produced very similar activations near BA 44 or 45; 2) a set of inferior activations near BA 45 or 47 was also observed in both task subtractions, although these activations were more robust in the verb generation image; and 3) an anterior set of activations near BA 10 or 46 was only present in the verb generation subtraction image.
This functional dissociation leads naturally to the question: what are the task demands involved in the stem completion and the verb generation subtraction images that could account for the observed activation patterns? In discussing possible answers to this question, a limitation of our methodology will be considered that prevents strong interpretation of the processing functions of the dissociated anterior prefrontal areas (BA 10 or 46) . This limitation arises because data were collapsed across several variables that might have meaningful effects on blood flow patterns (e.g., reference tasks, stimulus rate data from a large number of studies to reliably demonstrate the dissociation. Nonetheless, the current study completes the first step of a two-step process: two dissociated areas in prefrontal cortex were identified. Many future studies will likely be needed to explore more thoroughly the processing domain of the dissociated areas.
This limitation does not apply to interpretation of the left inferior prefrontal area activated across both task comparisons (BA 44 or 45). The finding that this area of activation is present across task variations suggests it underlies a common processing function that generalizes across variables such as stimulus rate and reference task state. For this reason, we will first discuss which task similarities might underlie activation of the left inferior prefrontal area and then briefly describe possible task differences that might account for activations seen only in the verb generation subtraction images.
SIMILARITIES.
Both of the speech production tasks studied in the subtraction images required subjects to retrieve words from memory using an incomplete cue and make a verbal output of the retrieved information. The left inferior prefrontal brain area activated in both sets of subtraction images may subserve common processing demands related to word retrieval (mean coordinates: x = -40, y = 22, z = 14). However, it should be emphasized that "word retrieval" is not likely to represent a unitary entity. There are many component processes that likely take place in order for word retrieval and production to occur, including processes related to access, decision stages, representation of accessed words, etc. To date, few data exist to constrain which of these component processes are directly subserved by this area.
Several other reports of activation in this area during tasks that require processes related to word retrieval and production support this possibility (for review see Buckner and Tulving 1995 ) . Importantly, several of these tasks have not engaged overt speech. Wise et al. ( 1991) had subjects si-: lently think of verbs that were semantically related to auditorily presented nouns. This task, when compared with a resting state reference task, showed a slightly posterior activation at and around BA 44 or 45 (coordinates: x = -40, Y = 14, Z = 16). Kapur et al. ( 1994) noted a more anterior activation when subjects viewed words and decided whether the words represented ' 'nonliving' ' or ' 'living' ' objects (coordinates: x = -38, y = 28, z = 16). This task required subjects to retrieve information about the words' meanings from memory. Frith et al. ( 199 1) observed activation at this anterior location while subjects subvocally generated words that began with the letters ' 'S' ' or ' 'F." The activation showed a peak (coordinates: x = -43, y = 29, z = 20) near the activation of Kapur et al. ( 1994) and extended posteriorly into BA 44.
The idea that areas in left prefrontal cortex might be involved in certain forms of verbal memory retrieval has been previously expressed (Buckner and Tulving 1995; Buckner et al. 1995; Tulving et al. 1994b ). The present analysis suggests that the area alluded to by these earlier reports is in left inferior prefrontal cortex and is distinct from more anterior frontal regions, which are not always activated during memory retrieval tasks.
It is important to further note that several simple speech tasks requiring subjects to read or repeat words have not activated left prefrontal cortex, suggesting that this area is not necessarily recruited to guide all forms of verbal output and word retrieval (Howard et al. 1992; Petersen et al. 1988 Petersen et al. , 1989 . In these simple tasks, subjects were presented complete cues that directly specified the information to be output. In addition, this area does not appear to be activated when word retrieval and production is highly automated through practice (Raichle et al. 1994) . Taken collectively, these findings suggest that this area is activated when a word must be accessed without a cue that automatically specifies the word to be retrieved. The area appears to be activated independent of overt speech output; however, covert articulation could still be taking place.
The above descriptions of the processing role of this area M. E. RAICHLE, AND S. E. PETERSEN should not be taken to imply that the role is specified completely. Many aspects of the functional-anatomic characterization of this left inferior prefrontal area are still incomplete. For example, it is quite possible that the common set of activations reported here can be further subdivided. In this regard it will be exciting to see how far this approach can be taken given the limitations of our current neuroimaging methods and the hemodynamic signals to which they are sensitive. More precise functional subdivisions may need the power of within-subject designs, perhaps even requiring the examination of responses within single subjects. Current methodologies (both PET and functional magnetic resonance imaging), are sufficient to detect within-subject activation of prefrontal areas (Buckner et al. 1995; Gabriel et al. 1995) . Our data and analysis procedures provide a guide to what these within-subject tasks might look like and possible design considerations that could allow for functional dissociations to be observed. A second unanswered question is in relation to the kind of representations that this area might be manipulating. There are many levels at which a high-level word form could be accessed. Already some data have suggested that this area, or closely adjacent areas, is activated during tasks requiring decisions about phonology (Demonet et al. 1992; Fiez et al. 1995 ) . Perhaps representation of a word in terms of its phonologic construction is the kind of representation mediated by this area. If this kind of representation is relied on for word access during elaborate speech production and semantic retrieval tasks, it might explain the common activations observed across the two studies we examined and the other studies in the literature.
DIFFERENCES.
As noted earlier, several task differences between the stem completion and verb generation subtraction images make it difficult to correlate processing function with the anterior prefrontal area( s) that was only activated during the verb generation subtraction image. These include differences in the tation rate.
reference tasks used and in the stimulus presenTo assess the possibility that reference task differences might underlie the anterior prefrontal activations, we examined the four anterior ROIs from Table 3 and Fig. 2 in a subtraction image that directly compared the fixation task with a set of word reading tasks similar to the noun reading task (data from Fiez et al. 1993) . The logic applied here is that if the fixation and noun reading tasks were differentially contributing to activation changes, then a direct comparison between similar tasks should reveal these changes.
In support of the idea that the difference in reference tasks partially contributed to our results, two of the four ROIs showed moderate activation reductions (region #4 = -21 PET counts, region #7 = -16 PET counts). The other two anterior ROIs showed almost no regional activation changes in the word reading minus fixation subtraction (region #5 = -7 PETcounts, region ##I 1 = -4 PET counts). In addition, all of these ROI activation differences were smaller in magnitude than the corresponding ROI activations in the verb generation subtraction images (both male and female).
Thus it appears that the major portion of the anterior ROI activation increases in the verb generation subtraction is due to demands of the verb generation task itself. It is noteworthy that ROI #4 (mean coordinates: x = -39, y = 43, z = 8)) which was located within an area superior to all of the other anterior prefrontal ROIs (Fig. 3) , showed the largest activation reduction in the reference task comparison. It may be the case that this area represents yet another functional subdivision within prefrontal cortex.
As to which specific demands of the verb generation task activated the more anterior prefrontal areas, data from Kapur et al. ( 1994) support the idea that these areas participate in demands related to some aspect of processing word meaning. Kapur' s task, which involved a living-nonliving judgement, showed activation in left anterior prefrontal cortex (coordinates: x = -28, y = 34, z = -4). This activation was slightly medial to the anterior activations observed in the verb generation subtraction image. It is not yet clear how these data fit with similar activations observed during tasks that do not seem to require the access of word meaning (e.g., Petrides et al. 1993a,b) .
Regardless of our current understanding of the processing role of the anterior prefrontal area( s) , it should not be forgotten that the dissociation we obtained establishes clearly that the anterior area(s) represents a division of prefrontal cortex functionally distinct from the more posterior area discussed earlier. Moreover, activation of this separate anterior division is resolvable with current neuroimaging techniques. Thus any theories about processing roles of prefrontal cortex based on neuroimaging data should take this distinction into account.
Gender efsects SIMILARITIES.
All of the left prefrontal ROIs analyzed, from both task subtractions, showed similar activation patterns across gender groups. Thus no qualitative differences between males and females were detected in the brain areas used during the performance of two speech production tasks.
Prominent activations in right prefrontal cortex were not detected in either of the gender groups, although both showed small right prefrontal activations in the verb generation subtraction image. These results further suggest that both male and female subjects primarily use left prefrontal cortex during speech production and use right prefrontal cortex to a much lesser degree, if at all.
DIFFERENCES.
Although both gender groups showed similar qualitative patterns of prefrontal brain activation, male subjects produced larger left prefrontal activations compared with female subjects. This finding was most robust for the verb generation subtraction images, where activations outside prefrontal cortex also showed the same pattern of greater male group activation (including areas in left temporal cortex and right cerebellum, see Fig. 2 ). A slightly larger male activation magnitude was expected given the smaller sample size (Fox and Mintun 1989) . However, the magnitude difference observed was too large to be accounted for simply by sample size.
Currently there are few data to determine what this finding might represent. Several possible explanations might be considered. The verb generation task may have been more difficult for the male subjects and therefore have required more processing time, and thus more neuronal activity. Behavioral data have shown that females do slightly better than males on some verbal tasks ( Kimura 1987)) although these effects tend to be small and are often absent (Shibley-Hyde and Linn 1988) . Consistent with this idea, female subjects tended to respond more quickly than male subjects during the verb generation task, although this difference was not significant (P < 0.1). Alternatively, blood flow responses in male subjects may be larger than in female subjects due to more basic physiological or hemodynamic differences. Although there are no definitive data to refute this possibility, many other activations have been observed to be similar in magnitude between male and female subjects, suggesting that this is not a likely explanation (unpublished observations).
One long-standing theory holds that the functional organization of female brains tends to be less lateralized than that of male brains. This possibility has been supported by findings that men are more likely to lose speech abilities after left hemisphere lesions than women ( McGlone 1978 ( McGlone , 1980 ) and by reports that the size of subregions within the corpus callosum (the main structure that allows communication between the hemispheres) differs as a function of handedness in men but not in women (Habib et al. 1991; Witelson 1989 ). However, other lesion studies have failed to generalize the findings of disproportionate impairment of language functions in males (Damasio et al. 1989; Warrington et al. 1986 ; for discussion see Shallice 1988) ) and it is unclear whether there is a relationship between the size of the corpus callosum and the functional symmetry of the brain (Clarke et al. 1993) . Thus, despite the persistence of the idea, the evidence for pervasive differences in the lateralization of language function between gender groups is not strong.
Our data are consistent with the idea that both male and female subjects use the same left prefrontal brain areas during speech production. The only evidence for a "lateralization" difference between gender groups is the finding that, for the verb generation subtraction images, male subjects showed greater left prefrontal cortex activation compared with female subjects. Activation of right prefrontal cortex was meager or absent for both gender groups for both tasks. Thus our data argue against a proposal that females use bilateral prefrontal cortex for speech production (for review see McGlone 1980) . Two cautions about generalizing our data are worth noting. PET subjects used in the present studies were all strongly right-handed. These results may not generalize to male or female subjects with mixed or left hand dominance. Also, because our analyses only focused on prefrontal cortex during speech production, the results may not extend to other areas of the brain and to tasks focusing on nonproduction aspects of language and nonlinguistic functions (Shaywitz et al. 1995) .
Areas outside prefrontal cortex
Our focus here on prefrontal cortex should not be taken to imply that areas outside of prefrontal cortex were not activated or are not important for speech production. It is clear that prefrontal cortex is acting in conjunction with multiple distributed areas to accomplish the processing demands required by the kinds of tasks presented here (Buckner and Tulving 1995; Petersen and Fiez 1993; Raichle 1994) . A complete discussion of other brain areas active in these tasks can be found in Raichle et al. ( 1994) and Buckner et al. (1995) .
Conclusions
An analysis of PET subtraction images from two different speech production tasks showed that at least two functionally distinct areas exist within the portion of left prefrontal cortex analyzed here. One area, or set of areas, was activated in both speech production task subtraction images. This area, located within left inferior prefrontal cortex near BA 44 or 45, may be involved with processes related to high-level word retrieval. A more anterior area extending into BA 46 and 10 did not appear to be activated across all speech production task subtraction images.
Comparisons across independent male and female subject groups performing these two speech production tasks dem-
